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Cat-Nr: RHS4-KNUT-BU

Flying Knut + Real Hard Scissors 4 - Bundle

Artikel info:-

 

Lukas enters the fightroom wearing a real cool sweat suit. He
tries to impress Knut in muscle shirt, expensive glasses and a
Breitling watch. The fight starts in jump suits but after a few
minutes Lukas rips Knuts shirt. Followed by a long
schoolboypin and muscle riding. Knut is able to free himself
but is put into leag scissors immediately. It&acute;s a back
and forth and both undress to their underwear. Lukas spins
Knut above his head and throws him to the ground brutally.
He tortures him with long schoolbopins, muscleriding and
slaps. And while showing his muscles he lets Knut sniff and
feel his manhood. Finally Knut can free himself out of long
torturing leg scissors and for a short time Knut has upper
hand. But Lukas uses his feared shaking scissors which wear
out everyone after some time. Also Knut has to surrender to
aching nipple twisters, mean wedgies and schoolboypins.
Lukas enjoys his victory over Knut showing his muscles and
planting his foot provocatively on Knut body. The winner is
Lukas!

Play length approx - 47 min. 

 

 

After warming up on the wall bars Jasper calls in Lukas and
next to a short handshake the clinch is about to begin. Both
do well in using scissors and so it&acute;s not surprisingly
that both try to checkmate the opponent using them. But also
schoolboypins and headlocks are used. Both fighters are agile
and tricky. Jasper impresses with fast attacks that surprise
Lukas. So it&acute;s not as easy as expected for him and he
often has to free himself out of hard headlocks and scissors.
The little bodybuilder is really astonished about the wiry
Jasper. When both are knotted on the ground they use unfair
tricks to make the opponent surrender. Over all it&acute;s a
hard and tough fight without any show elements. Play length
approx - 50 min.

 

Price :  39,90 EUR [incl. 21% VAT]

Options Flying Knut + Real Hard Scissors 4 - Bundle :
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shipping method
Download HD, DVD Shipping.

In catalog since Saturday 27 April, 2013
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